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Editorial

Dear Readers,

It is a pleasure for us to welcome you to the new issue of Argo Collection
dedicated to the New Benchmark Reform.
It has now become clear to the banking world that the transition away from the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) - which underpins a vast amount of contracts
in the financial system as a benchmark - is a significant event that poses complex
challenges for banks and the financial system.
Indeed, all the identified successor rates, known as risk-free rates, are overnight
interest rates, but LIBOR is a forward-looking term reference rate: this change is
causing a strong innovation in financial products indexed at these rates.
With this collection, we would like to facilitate a clear understanding of the major
impact that the benchmark revolution will bring on banking systems. We therefore
present to you a brief overview followed by an in-depth analysis of some of the most
important changes and challenges that financial industry will face.
All articles were written by Michele Bonollo, Paolo Cobuccio and Alessandro Santocchi who in the last months have deepened their knowledge and acquired hands-on
experience in this field.
Within the first paper “The LIBOR Reform and the New Reference Rates Revolution: Origin and Guidelines” the authors draw an overview and focus the
attention on the operational changes expected within the interest rate market, in
light of the indications provided by the Regulators.
Following this, you can read about technical aspects and key points, which are yet
debated in “The LIBOR Reform and the Revolution of the New Benchmark
Rates: Overnight Rates and New Conventions on Contracts and Instruments”.
A crucial step is the wide adoption of RFRs in cash products, especially in the
loan market: Indeed there is no international standard as the market participants
are facing a transformation whose results will be visible only in the next years.
Currently, the sterling working group, the ARCC and the Euro working group are
working to mitigate the transition. In “New Standard Conventions for Cash
Product and Impacts on Banking Processes and Procedures” you can find the
different choices under consideration.
Finally, another important piece to complete the LIBOR reform is the Fallback
clause which allows legacy contracts to have legal continuity and avoid litigation
among parties. The article “Fallback Rate: Cash and Derivatives Products”
illustrates the different approaches under investigation about the application of the
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clause in the legacy contracts, the trigger events for the fallback clause and how the
migration could happen once the LIBORs are dismissed.
Finally, we suggest visiting our online Research page and subscribing to our newsletter service with a monthly update on the most relevant topics about practical Risk
Management.

Enjoy your reading!
Luca Olivo
Giulia Perfetti
Lorena Corna
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The LIBOR Reform and the New
Reference Rates Revolution:
Origin and Guidelines
Michele Bonollo

Paolo Cobuccio

Alessandro Santocchi

S

tarting from the well-known problem of LIBOR rates manipulation, on the thrust of the Financial Stability Board,
an extensive reform, for the development of new benchmark rates (RFRs), was conducted at the international level.
In this work, the first of a series, after a brief introduction, we try to focus the attention on the operational changes
expected within the interest rate market, in light of the indications provided by the Regulators.

S

tarting from the first years following the 2008
Lehman crisis, more and more persistent rumors began to follow about the manipulation
of LIBOR (and EURIBOR) rate, rumors that then
found confirmation after the extensive investigations
launched in 2012 and which touched some of the
main international banks, first of all Barclays, and
lapped huge institutions such as the Bank of England.
However, we are not interested in representing
such an intricate investigative path worthy of a spy
story. Among the many, for a compelling reconstruction of the puzzle see [8].
We limit ourselves to summarize why these rates
are important and why they are fragile and vulnerable.
First, some terminological clarity is needed. If
LIBOR stands for “London Inter-Bank Offered Rate”,
it should be clarified that it does not exclusively refer
to interest rates for transactions expressed in GBP
currency. In fact, it is quoted for several currencies, GBP, USD, CHF, and declined with different “labels”: “GBP LIBOR”, “USD LIBOR”, “CHF LIBOR”,
etc. There exists therefore the “EUR LIBOR”, not
to be confused with EURIBOR (treated separately
further). To summarize, “IBOR” hence means the
plurality of quoted rates according to a framework of
common rules.
Why are these rates so important for the financial
world? Because at the international and local level,
most of the banking and financial market products
use them as an index of reference.
In concrete terms, the interest paid on mortgages,
on variable rate bonds, on current accounts and on
advances of commercial portfolios are nearly always
determined and renegotiated on the basis of the periodic changes in the rates mentioned above. As it’s
known, a spread is then added on a case by case
Issue n. 2/ 2021

basis in function of the creditworthiness of the counterparty and the contractual strength of the same.
Finally, also many products such as mutual funds
have a reference benchmark or a target return made
up of LIBORs and derivative instruments also (eg.
IRS, Cap & Floors and so on), whose main use lies
in risk hedging actions (including interest rate risk),
are anchored to fluctuations in these rates. Rates that,
for markets standardization purposes, are quoted on
standard maturities: 1D, 1W, 1M, 2M, 3M, 6M, 12M.
Why did the credibility crisis of these rates and the
related reforms trigger?
Basically, because the official LIBOR values are
quote-driven and not transaction based.
The LIBOR official values, the so-called “fixing”,
published at 11 a.m. by Reuters, are determined by a
restricted panel of banks, which vary according to the
reference rate but, in any case, in a limited number,
less than 20 (19 for EURIBOR). The determination of
the rate, both for LIBOR and for the “old EURIBOR”,
is based on the method of average calculation, by
cutting the queues, i.e. by eliminating the extreme
values of the contribution sample.
Why did we talk about fragility? First of all because, as said, the current method is based on quotations, from a limited panel of contributing banks,
whose values do not reflect the actual loan transactions within the market. In addition if one of these
contributing banks wanted for some reason to influence a contribution in its favour, the agreement with
a few others would also suffice to generate significant
index variations.
As known the banks on a daily basis evaluate
their trading portfolio, according to the mark to market (MtM) principle, and through the sensitivity parameter they measure the sensitivity of the portfolio
values change to variation of interest rate values. The
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BPV (basis point value) indicates how much the mark
to market, thus the daily P&L, changes as a basis
point (0.01%) of the reference rate takes place.
Banks of significant size hold portfolios with BPV
of the order of millions of euros. Therefore it is easy
to understand the immense conflicts of interest related to a possible manipulation, even infinitesimal,
of the market data as input of the pricing process.
All this has led to a long and dutiful reform process
inspired by FSB guidelines, see [5].

• For the new benchmark rates, the logic of a
transaction-based value prevails, namely relying on actual bank transactions, and in some
cases also large corporates, in order to deepen
the observation sample and make more credible the contribution level of the same.
• On a global level, even for what concerns the
merit of contracts with customers, a fallback [1]
must be defined, namely a substitute rate to be
applied if the reference benchmark is no longer
available, both temporarily or definitively.

The Benchmark Reform Pillars
and the Introduction of the
eSTR Rate

With reference to the reform, it is worth to note
that with regard to the overnight market in Europe
the eSTR [2] (Ester) rate, from October 2nd , 2019,
replaced the EONIA rate.
This obviously posed several problems relating
to the migration of the existing instruments or to
the contractual management of the same, especially
derivatives, in existence on that date. From an analysis of the historical series of the two rates yields, it
was observed that the average difference was around
0.085%. From October 2nd 2019, therefore, the contracts indexed to Eonia rate have been managed, for
the calculation of coupons, accruals and liquidations,
using by convention (in fact a first important example of fallback) [1] the eSTR value plus the above
mentioned delta yield:

The Benchmark Rate Reform was and still is a process
which, in terms of size, complexity, impacts on banking processes and customers is unparalleled, even
more impactful than the more famous Basel Capital
Reform. As mentioned, the push came from the FSB
guidelines [13], which has declined, in Europe, in
the so-called BMR (Benchmark regulation), see [3].
The implementation of the reform involved numerous working groups at the table, generally one for
each currency, together with Banking and Financial
Regulators, sector institutions and representatives of
large banks.
As follows, the essential principles of the reform
mentioned:

EONIAFALLBACK = eSTR+0.085%
Similarly, a new methodology has been defined
for EURIBOR, which has also led to a change in naming (Euribor Hybrid). The new observation approach
is based on a sequence of transaction selection rules
that are objects of the index contribution, based on
three different levels of depth in order to privilege
data deriving from transactions actually carried out
rather than quotations attributable to panel banks.
This calculation method has been deemed compliant with the new Benchmark Regulation (BMR) [3]
in force since 2020. To date no divestment of the
Euribor is expected (unlike LIBOR rates). Finally,
it should be remembered that on June 22nd , 2020
London Clearing House (LCH), the main European
Clearing House, will change the discounting curve
(discounting switch event) on the instruments it manages, moving from EONIA-based products to eSTRbased products. Discounting is a necessary step for
calculating the MtM and consequently for calculating
the daily variation margins.

• The benchmark rates are divided into critical
(i.e. Euribor and Eonia), significant and noncritical.
• Very severe processes of governance, control
and transparency are in place, especially for
critical rates.
• The bodies responsible for the publication process are defined: in Europe [12], the ECB for
the Eonia rate (the overnight rate used a lot
for products such as IRS, otherwise called OIS)
and EMMI (European Money Market Institute)
for the Euribor.
• Benchmark administrators are catalogued, i.e.
the market providers (Bloomberg, Reuters, ICE,
CME, etc.) which are authorized to publish, on
their platforms, the fixings of these rates and
other variables obtained from them. For the
European Union, these administrators receive
authorization after ESMA registration.
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US Dollar
Sterling

Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR)

Secured Treasury repo rate

Japanese Yen

Tokyo Overnight Average Rate (TONA)

Unsecured wholesale rate

Euro

Euro Short-Term Rate (€STR)

Unsecured wholesale rate

Swiss Franc

Swiss Average Rate Overnight (SARON)

Secured general collateral repo rate

Sterling Overnight Index Average (SONIA) Unsecured wholesale rate

TABLE 1: Selected overnight RFRs, source [4]

FIGURE 1: IRD Traded Notional (US$ trillions), source [7]

The New Reference Rates

characterized by a very high solvency of the
products in the various maturities.
• In this domino of overnight rates, the EURO
market, among the most significant, is the
only one in which, in addition to an overnight
benchmark rate, a traditional forward rate (hybrid Euribor) on the various maturities remains
in force.

We now come to some market aspects of the new
benchmark rates [2], which aim to act as the best
possible market version of the free-risk rate and as a
key parameter for all the processes intended to assess
the financial instruments value and risk.
As mentioned, the various working groups on
risk free rates (WGRFR), after ad hoc consultation,
have defined, for each currency area, a specific alternative risk-free rate [9]. In Table 1, taken from [4]
and [6], illustrating interesting rates features.
Some initial considerations:

In Figure 1 the volumes (Source ISDA [7]) of the
transactions in interest rate derivatives on the various
indexes, both LIBORs and RFRs (data in trillions of
$).
From the chart one can easily see how the LIBOR
market, in 2019, has still been the reference point for
transactions on IRD in all currency areas, and that
the volumes dedicated to RFRs [10] still constitute
a not excessively considerable percentage, albeit in
a trend of growth in the second half. The numbers
therefore show how financial institutions still heavily
rely on LIBORs rates and how much effort is needed
by regulators and by banks themselves in order to
make the RFRs [7] markets more full-bodied and liquid so to get, in a relatively short time (by the end of
2021), to their financial stability.
But what is the real point of this reform that we

• For all currency areas, the rates are overnight
(only daily tenor).
• Some of them are secured rates (collateralised
transactions), such as the American rate SOFR
[11] and the Swiss SARON, others are unsecured (non-collateralised transactions) such as
the Japanese TONA, the English SONIA [14].
This is because rates deriving from very liquid markets prevailed, such as the repurchase
agreement market (typical lending secured operation) of the United States, which is indeed
Issue n. 2/ 2021
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can define revolutionary and at the same time burdensome, in terms of economic and organizational
efforts for banks?
The yield curve is the basis of all the valuation processes in finance, i.e. the zero-coupon curve that allows
to determine the present value of future cashflows
and therefore to be considered an essential step for
all pricing processes. In addition to the discounting
curves, the forward curves, constructed to determine
future expected cash flows for floating rate products,
are recorded on the same level of importance.
The latter curve is obtained by applying the bootstrap process, starting from market data, i.e. from the
quotations observable in the market.
For the calculation of the short part of the curve,
instead, the term rates constitute the fundamental
input. By term rate we mean 1 month, 3 months, 6
months... LIBOR rates. These are observable rates
for transactions with effect from today (or often in t
+ 2) on the various maturities [10]. Therefore, these
are also called forward looking rates, because the rate
observed at the beginning of the period is applied
to the whole coupon of the product indexed to the
LIBOR rate in question. This logic is well known
as “fixing in advance” (the rate to be applied to the
various deadlines is known at the beginning of the
contract signing).
The above approach is based on the observability
of a term rate provided by the various LIBOR rates,
which no longer exists in an RFR context where market data providers only furnish Overnight rates as
“primitive” data.
What’s the solution? New conventions, new models, new products? The issue implies a significant
discontinuity and significant impacts on systems and
procedures due to the presence of different market
practices. In the second part of the series, some
answers.

14
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[7] ISDA. Adoption of Risk-Free Rates:
Major Developments in 2020. ISDA
Research Notes, February 2020.
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The LIBOR Reform and the
Revolution of the New
Benchmark Rates: Overnight
Rates and New Conventions on
Contracts and Instruments
Michele Bonollo

Paolo Cobuccio

Alessandro Santocchi

S

tarting from the well-known problem of LIBOR rates manipulation, on the thrust of the Financial Stability Board,
an extensive reform, for the development of new benchmark rates (RFRs), was conducted at the international level.
In this work, the first of a series, after a brief introduction, we try to focus the attention on the operational changes
expected within the interest rate market, in light of the indications provided by the Regulators.

The IBOR Rates Reform

But if we step away from interbank market and
we refer to the market of transactions between banks
and customers instead, both corporate and retail,
there are other typical durations and periodicities.
For mortgages and loans, the installment plan is often monthly, for bonds the coupon is often half-yearly,
etc.
It clearly emerges as the market always needs
term rates on various maturities.
However, the fact that the new benchmark rates
are typically overnight poses various problems on
this, which we illustrate in greater detail in the following sections.

Motivations and guidelines for the reform of IBOR
rates by means of benchmark regulation (BMR) are
already well described in [3] so we’ll not go further
on this but we’ll dwell instead on the significant parts
of the technical aspects, in the following sections.
In recent years, a new reference rate has emerged
for each currency, which operates as the best "representative" of the risk-free rate.
On this point, a strong difference between the
Euro and other currencies areas have been highlighted.
For the Euro area, the overnight eSTR rate has
supplanted the old EONIA rate. The Euribor rate
remains, but with a new calculation method, and
for which is now defined Euribor Hybrid. In short,
its quotation depends not only on a panel of quotes
deriving from a limited number of banks but also,
and in reality, with priority, from transactions observed on the market between banks, including large
corporates also.
For the other currency areas, primarily GBP and
USD, the new reference rates are always constituted
of only Overnight type rates (I.e. rates that refer to
lending operations lasting one day (h = 1). Respectively SONIA (sterling overnight index average) and
SOFR (secured overnight financing rate).
Furthermore, as based on actual transactions and
not on quotations, they are generally published in (t
+ 1), while the current LIBORs are published at time
(t) for transactions with effect in (t).
Issue n. 2/ 2021

Floating Rate Agreements:
Forward Looking Rates and In
Advance Fixing
As well known, the term "fixing" refers to the process
of fixing a financial value, then taken as a reference
by other contracts such as mortgages, bonds, derivatives.
LIBOR rates on the various currencies, such as
Euribor for the EURO area, were quoted on different
expiry dates such as 1 week, 1-3-6-12 months.
And they refer to operations with effect from (t),
sometimes (t + 1) or (t + 2). By indicating the duration with (h), we therefore refer to transactions, let us
assume a loan, in which the amount is paid on date
(t), in (t + h) the amount plus interest is returned at

19
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FIGURE 2: Visualization of different term compounding approaches, source [5]

the agreed rate, with a calculation proportional to the
elapsed time. Therefore, by indicating the rate with
R and the capital with C, the final value is given by:

the observations of the previous coupon period
and it is thus known at the beginning of the
coupon period of reference (relevant period),
so to have a sort of forward looking rate.

V (t + h) = C (1 + hR)

From these first notes the problem can be easily
spotted: how can overnight rates, referring to the
period h = 1 day, work as a reference index for operations with periodicities of very different length?
Regulators, working groups and operators are converging towards new rules and preferences, in fact
an important evolution in terms of habits, processes,
information systems, with consequences also at a
legal and compliance level. In the next section, the
guidelines at the date, which do not yet constitute
"the standard", but a framework that is soon to be
applied.
In fact, it should be borne in mind that for some
currency areas the regulator, such as the Bank of England for the GBP currency, is strongly pressing to
dismiss the LIBOR rates in new issues and products
as early as the first quarter of 2021, therefore one year
earlier than the official cessation of LIBOR.

Hence, quoted rates are said to be forward looking,
as they refer to inter-bank transactions that arise at
that time. If we think of any mortgage indexed to
this rate, the fixing of the rate is known as in advance,
namely established at the beginning of the calculation
period of the interest period.
The two aspects are strongly correlated. Within
the market of professional traders, it is natural that
the term rates refer to transactions with synchronous
effect with respect to the listing. On the market of
transactions with financed customers or investors,
knowing the rate applied at the beginning of the
coupon period is the almost universal preference of
the operators.
Nothing prevents, but it is a very rare school case
that a forward-looking rate is applied at the end of
the period that is, in arrears.
In the figure 2, the visualization of different compounding approaches:
• Forward looking term rate: the coupon rate is
known at the beginning of the coupon of reference (relevant period).
• Compounding in arrears rate applied in arrears:
the coupon rate is determined based on the
observations of the coupon period of reference
(relevant period), and it is known just a few
days prior to the payment date. The number of
days depends on the observation mechanism
applied (lag, backward shift, lock out) and that
we will treat afterwards.
• Compounding in arrears rate applied in advance: the coupon rate is determined based on

20
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The New Term Rates:
Compounding In Arrears?

indexed swaps, has always determined the floating
component by capitalizing overnight market rates.
However, it is highly innovative to think about
the fact that even much more retail products, such as
mortgages with instalment and bonds with coupons,
apply this geometric composition of returns. As observed in the various working groups, this is the
calculation that respects the most the "time value of
money".
After the "HOW MUCH" problem, i.e. the calculation of the rate on tenors other than overnight, starting from overnight rates, letâs address the "WHEN"
or "HOW" questions.
Note that based on actual transactions, the new
rates will be available and published, by central banks
and market providers, in general in (t + 1), with reference to (t).
Banks have to use these values to guarantee the
coupons/instalments calculation and charge in a
timely manner with respect to the reference accounting period. In order to do this, however, they need to
acquire, check and propagate the fixings through the
information systems. It is unthinkable to defer, perhaps for a couple of days, accounting and customer
information operations due to the publication rules.
So the calculation will certainly be in arrears,
that is, by determining the period rate based on the
overnight rates of the period just ended, but by applying some adjustments related to the need of promptly
determining the interest portion.
For reasons of space, we limit ourselves to the 3
clauses currently most promoted at the international
level.

On what proposed by the various regulators and
international working groups, with GBP and USD
with some sort role of guidance, see the various documents in [5], [4], [6], [4].
The main proposal is the one that goes towards a
compounding in arrears methodology, quite innovative compared to the conventions applied in general
on banking and financial products in the "old" world
of IBOR.
Let’s see the various aspects in detail.
As for compounding, this is the principle that an
overnight investment can be replicated day by day,
by capitalizing interest. The basic idea is that an interest rate on a higher tenor, for example a month, is
expressed in more faithful way from compounding
than an arithmetic average. Useful here the use of
some formalism:
If we indicate with R (i) the rate at time (i), i = 1
... D, and omitting as not essential the initial capital,
which we can set C = 1, the value of the investment
V (D) after D days is given by:
V ( D ) = Πi (1 + R(i )/365)
The total accrued interest is therefore given by I
(D):
I ( D ) = Πi (1 + R(i )/365) − 1
To bring everything back to the annual interest
rate, as usual in the quotes, just re-proportion and
you have:

Backward Shift Clause
• Definition: the calculation is based on the compounded in arrears methodology, with a few
days backward shift, to determine the period
rate with a greater time margin with respect to
the coupon maturity.

R( D, 1Y ) = [Πi (1 + R(i )) − 1](365/D )
One last detail is needed. Since the rates are not
quoted on weekends and holidays on the reference
market, a specific value can be used for more than
one day. The regulators and working groups are
moving towards a weight n (i) = 3 days associated
with the Friday fixing. The whole is then completely
rewritten as:

• Example: For an interest period of one week
(June 15th- 22nd) with a hypothesis of lag = 2,
the observation period is shifted backwards by
2 Business Days (June 11th- 17th).
Hereafter the tables of the fixing values of both Interest Period and Observation Period. In the observation
period table we specified also the number of Business
Days for which each observation day fixing has to be
weighted for. With the Backward shift mechanism,
the Business days remain the ones related to the Calendar, where Friday has a weight of 3 while the other
days have a weight of 1.

R( D, 1Y ) = [Πi (1 + R(i )n(i )/365) − 1](365/D )
From a technical and financial mathematics point
of view, this is nothing new. The compound rate, the
limit of which is constituted by the continuous model
V (t) = V (0)exp(rT) is well known. Moreover, a family
of very popular derivatives such as OIS, overnight
Issue n. 2/ 2021
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FIGURE 3: Backward Shift Clause Example

TABLE 2: Backward Shift Clause

FIGURE 4: Lockout Clause Example

TABLE 3: Lockout Clause

FIGURE 5: Lag Clause Example
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TABLE 4: Lag Clause

level of liquidity, starting from the prices derived
from these instruments it will be possible to build a
robust forward curve, based on this new normal.
But it is at the same time doubtful that these
forward looking rates, deducted from the market
through a bootstrapping process and not related to
the direct quotations as happens for the current LIBORs, can be the basis for indexing products such as
mortgages and bonds.
Thus, products and contracts will be addressed
towards these new clauses. This evolution certainly
poses problems also on compliance relating to transparency, i.e. on pre-contractual communication to
the customer about the rules for managing the indexing parameter, as well as disclosure in periodic
communications and account statements on the determination of the periodic rate. Moreover, it must
be remembered, in the presence of a "mechanics" for
the treatment of market data which is certainly not
easy to assimilate for all customers.
One wonders if the principles of Mifid2’s target
market, that is, the matching between the characteristics of the customer (in particular his/her skills)
with the characteristics of complexity of the products,
cannot be a useful starting point even in the context
of typically banking products.

Lockout Clause
• Definition: the calculation is based on compounded in arrears methodology. The observation period is freezed (locked-out) at a specific
date and its fixing is used as reference for the
remaining, not observed, days of the interest
period.
• Example: For a one-week interest period (June
15th- 22nd) with a lock out hypothesis = 2,
the last 2 (lock-out) fixings of the observation
period are subtracted from the observation period.
In this case the third last fixing (Wednesday June
17th) is used for the day of reference and for the
following 2 business days, (June 18th-19th), and the
weekend also, with a weight of 5.
Lag Clause
• Definition: the calculation is based on the compounded in arrears methodology, with a few
days backward shift, to determine the period
rate with a greater time margin with respect
to the coupon maturity. The weights also are
shifted based on the number of Lag days.
• Example: For a one-week interest period (June
15th- 22nd) with a lock out hypothesis = 2,
the last 2 (lock-out) fixings of the observation
period are subtracted from the observation period.
In this case the weights of the interest period days
are shifted also by the number of business days. The
result is that the Friday 12/06 will have a weight of 1
(referring to Tuesday 16/06) while Wednesday 17/06
will have a weight of 3 (referring to Friday 19/06).
It is worth to to note that the Lag clause is very
close to the Backward, just a different principle for
weighting the rates is applied.

Conclusions
Not all operators are satisfied and convinced by a
markets global migration in the direction of a logic of
backward-looking rates with application in arrears.
Many think it would be more correct to rely on
forward looking rates. In this case, once the market
of instruments based on overnight rates, in particular
Futures, OIS and Basis Swaps, reaches a satisfying
Issue n. 2/ 2021
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New Standard Conventions for
Cash Products and Impacts on
Banking Processes and
Procedures
Michele Bonollo

Paolo Cobuccio

Alessandro Santocchi

I

BOR reform may risk to create divergences in the cash products market as there are not standards defined at internation
level. The market participants are facing a transformation which will bare the results only in the next years. Also, the
deadline of the LIBOR dismission, changes depending on the currency area and this does not help to reach standards
and to provide a clean and stable picture of the markets to participants. The sterling working group, the ARCC and the
Euro working group are working to define same conventions to mitigate the unpredictable changes of the transition and
this articles aims to clear the different choices and the actions made so far.

L

IBORs are the benchmark rates in the wholesale deposits market and represent the core
of the financial system by providing the basis
for the pricing of the majority of the financial contracts. After the LIBOR scandal, FSB decided to move
ahead to a new cluster of benchmarks which rely on
more robust, solid and transparent methodologies of
calculation with respect to the former benchmarks
aiming at providing soundness and reliability to the
whole market. These rates are defined as Alternative
reference rates and cover up five currency areas, the
ones represented by the LIBORs.
The new reference rates are already being published by the respective national regulators and have
been acquiring more and more liquidity in the last
years in the markets of reference. The Benchmark
regulation settled some specific requirements for the
new ARRs and in particular requires them to:

complexity to the banks within the process of adaption and adjustment of the internal systems for the
management of the different type of contracts. The
following chapter focuses on the new standard in the
loans market as defined by the main working groups
of the Sterling and Dollar areas and try to give a
clearer idea about the markets’ direction.

New Standard Convention in
Lending and Funding Area
Migration from LIBOR to RFRs demands new standard conventions for the management of cash products and this implies the implementation of different
logics and approaches in bank procedures for the
management of the products in object. In particular
the calculation of the accrued interest for cash flow
linked to O/N rates requires the development of specific procedures so to include new calculation methods, new mechanisms for their application and multiple parameters linked to the new contracts. More
deeply, new algorithms for rate calculation, new logic
in managing the interest plan of the deals and implementation of different interfaces on the application
layers will be needed also.
All the afore mentioned changes are even more
impactful taking in consideration the level of complexities that banks reached because of the more and
more frequent integrations and fusions which lead,
in many cases, to elevated levels of complexities of IT

• Provide a robust and accurate representation
of interest rates in core money markets;
• Offer a reference rate for financial contracts
that extend beyond the money market;
• Serve as a benchmark for term lending and
funding.
Banks and financial institutions are being working on
the LIBOR transition in order to adequate processes,
procedures, financial contracts and their reporting
processes by the end of 2021, as required by the majority of the international regulators. The regulation
of the new benchmarks is creating divergences in the
international markets and this uncertainty is adding
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infrastructures that require an entire review of communication protocols also, so to allow for a smooth
tack toward the management of the new lending and
funding procedures.
The overall developments required follow different guidelines which are equivalent in terms of final
output but pursue with different objectives:

during the interest period. Hereafter are described
the two cumulative methods:

• Business oriented: developments are led by
the logic of the processes, which require output values alignment along all the layers, starting from booking to accounting systems. The
value of the initial booking is the reference one
for the entire layer/chain. This development
does not require value reconciliation, but it
requires the development of interfaces which
might absorb high effort and capacity for their
maintenance.

• Simple method: it uses the simple average of
rates calculated ex-post. It has the same advantages of the aforementioned method and it
can be used for short-term products with low
interest rates [4].

• Compounded method: it uses the geometric
means ex-post and it allows to have a coherent and representative rate. This calculation
method is the best one for supervisory, accounting and summary systems.

Cumulative Approach: Compounded Average
Annualised cumulative rate: the cumulative rate
variation, based on the coupon reference period, is
calculated through a geometric mean of O/N daily
rates. The cumulative rate represents the progressive
rate coherent with the parameter “tn” above defined:
once “tn” = d, then the calculation rate is over. The
formula iteration in the algorithm during the entire
contract period allows the progression of the rate
value and therefore the consistency between the accrued period and the summary rate for the interest
calculation. In the following it is illustrated the cumulative annualised rate formula:

• IT oriented: developments are led by the logic
of the systems. Every system is independent
in the rate calculation, allowing the use of a
few number of interfaces in each module of the
systems. On one hand, this logic requires the
reconciliation of final output with the upstream
systems and developments for the calculation
rate, on the other hand it allows the developments of few interfaces for systems which are
fed by different front systems. This solution
might be the optimal one, under an economic
perspective, for systems integrated with different procedures.

Annualised Cumulative Ratei =
"
#
db 
ri · ni 
N
∏ 1 + N − 1 · tni
i =1

The selection of a development rather than another is justified by specific situations and cases and
the implementation strategy is defined with a tradeoff approach.

Where:
• db = number of business days in the interest
period.
• tni = cumulative observation period days.

Cumulative vs Non-cumulative
Approach

• ri = interest rate applicable on business day i.
• Floor: if ri < x, then ri = y; x, y are contractual
parameters (for new contact).

In the former articles were introduced the calculation
methodologies to build the RFRs on different time
horizons based on O/N rate. In this sense, there are
two approaches to be possibly applied in the systems
[4]:

• ni = number of calendar days whose ri is applied (usually 3 for Friday, 1 for other days. It
can increase in case of holiday).
• N= market convention (usually 360 or 365).

• Cumulative approach: it demands to calculate the cumulative rate updated day-by-day
by using the fixing of the day of reference.

Cumulative Approach: Simple Average
Simple average (cumulative): the simple cumulative
rate represents the simple average progressive rate
consistent with the interest period. If it is applied at
the current day when the system is running the calculation to return the accrued interests from start date
to T (current day). The cumulative rate represents
the progressive rate coherent with the parameter “tni”
above defined: once “tni” = db, then the calculation
rate is over. The formula iteration in the algorithm
during the entire contract period allows the progression of the rate value and therefore the consistency
between the accrued period and summary rate for

• Non-cumulative approach: it demands to use
the non cumulative rate of the day to calculate
the accrued interest of the day of reference.
Next section lists the details of both approaches.
Cumulative Approach
The cumulative approach calculates the rate with a
simple/compounded average on a progressive time
horizon based on the interest period of reference. The
rate is always representative of the accrued interests
Issue n. 2/ 2021
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interest calculation. In the following is illustrated the
simple average formula:
"
#
db 
N
ri · ni 
Simple Interest Formula = ∏
·
N
tn
i
i =1

• Step 3:
Noncumulative Compounded Ratei =

(UCRi − UCRi−1BD ) ·

N
ni

• Step 4:

Where:

Interest Using Noncumulative Compounded Rate =

• db = number of business days in the interest
period.

db

∑

• tni = cumulative observation period days.



i =1

• ri = value rate.

Principali · NCRi · ni
N



Where:

• Floor: if ri < x, then ri = y; x, y are contractual
parameters (for new contact).

• db = number of business days in the interest
period.

• ni = weight applied to the rate.

• dc = number of calendar days in the interest
period.

• N= market convention based on the index.

• ri = value rate.
• Floor: if ri < x, then ri = y; x, y are contractual
parameters (for new contact).

Non-cumulative Approach
The non-cumulative approach allows the calculation
of accrued interests on a daily basis both in a compounded and simple method. This approach is more
flexible than the cumulative one with regard to the
management of prepayment processes. Simple and
compounded cumulative method are described as
follow:

• ni = weight applied to the rate.
• N= market convention based on the index.
Non-cumulative Approach: Daily Simple
Daily Simple (non-cumulative): the de-annualized
non-cumulative O/N rate is applied to the outstanding, on daily basis, in order to calculate the simple
daily accrued. At maturity date, the sum of all daily
accrued interests represents the total accrued interest
in the reference period:

• Compounded method: non-cumulative compounded rate calculation used for noncumulative interest calculation. It is based on
four steps which are illustrated in the paragraph “Non-cumulative Approach: Compounded
Average”.

1.
Daily Accruedi =

• Simple method: it is defined as daily simple
and it is the application of the simple O/N rate
on the daily notional.

r · n 
i
i
· Outstanding
N

2.
Total Accrued Interest =

Non-cumulative Approach: Compounded Average

db

∑ Daily Accruedi

i =1

Where:

Non-cumulative method: total interests in the reference period are calculated through the daily compounded accrued. The non-cumulative rate represents the rate which, applied on daily basis on the
coupon notional, returns the daily accrued interest.
The sum of the daily accrued interests will be the total accrued interest of the coupon. The methodology
has as input parameter the cumulative rate and the
calculation is based on 4 steps:

• Outstanding= notional value.
• Daily Accrued= daily interest calculation.
• db = number of business day in the reference
period.
• ri = value rate.
• Floor: if ri < x, then ri = y; x, y are contractual
parameters (for new contact).
• ni = weight applied to the rate.

• Step 1:
Floor: Application in Legacy Contract

Annualised Cumulative Ratei =
"
#
db 
ri · ni 
N
1
+
−
1
·
∏
N
tn
i
i =1

Floor is the bottom value to apply at your rate. In the
article “Fallback Rate: Cash and Derivatives Products”
[1], it was introduced the fallback clause for legacy
cash products. The value of the fallback rate is only
known at the end of contract after the cumulative rate
(or base rate) is calculated at the end of the period of
reference. The application of the floor, instead, would

• Step 2:
Unannualised Cumulative Ratei = ACRi ·

tni
N
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not be applied at the end of contract for legacy contract, but it’d rather follow the methodology of new
contracts, by applying the floor on the single O/N
acquisition. Hereafter listed the different solutions
envisaged by the working groups [2]:

Prepayment by the Cumulative Compounded Approach
Compounded in arrears rates allow to know the final
rate at the end of the period. To manage the prepayments by the cumulative methodology, three phases
are required:

• If O/N rate + Spread Adjustment is less than
floor value, Spread Adjustment will remain
unchanged; the O/N will be adjusted to ensure O/N rate + Spread Adjustment is equal
to Floor.

• Applying the final cumulative compounded
rate to calculate the accrued interest on the final notional reduced by the prepayment (rate
with tn = 14, amount = initial notional - prepayment in the example below);

• If O/N rate + Spread Adjustment is less than
floor value, O/N rate will remain unchanged;
Spread Adjustment will be adjusted to ensure
O/N rate + Spread Adjustment is equal to
Floor.

• Applying the cumulative compounded rate T
to calculate the accrued interest on the prepayment amount, where T is the day of prepayment (rate with tn = 8, amount = prepayment
in the example below);

• If O/N is negative, it will be deemed zero,
Spread Adjustment will be adjusted to ensure
O/N + Spread Adjustment is equal to Floor.

• Aggregating the accrued interest calculated at
phase1 and phase2 to obtain the final accrued
interest.

The first case is the simplest to apply for the procedures as it just requires a match between (i) the
aggregation of the spread adjustment and ON rate
and (ii) the floor, and just in case of mismatch then to
modify the O/N rate which will be compute in the
cumulative rate. Here the following logic steps:

The example in shows how to calculate the final accrued interest when an event of prepayment occurs.
Prepayment by the Non-cumulative Compounded
Approach

• Acquiring the O/N rate;

Compounded in arrears rates allow to know the rate
at the end of the period. To manage the prepayments
by the non-cumulative methodology there are two
steps to follow [4]:

• Matching the O/N rate plus the spread adjustment with the floor;
• If the floor < O/N + SA then use the O/N
Rate;

• Calculation of the non-cumulative accrued interest as shown in paragraph , step 4 of the
methodology applied to the principal of the
day;

• Else if floor > O/N + SA then use r = floor SA.
Option 2 and 3 may arise difficulties in the application of the fallback rate. The fallback rate is a static
parameters [3] and by changing the SA it may be
challenged in reconciliation of the final Spread Adjustment.
Prepayment Management:
cumulative Approach

• Aggregation of the non-cumulative accrued
interest at the end of period.
As shown above, the non-cumulative approach
does not require to create two different loans reflecting the reduced notional and the prepayment, but it is
directly applied on the current notional of the day as
shown in “Example of Prepayment with Non-cumulative
Approach” paragraph.
The column on the left of the example shows
the daily accrued interest directly calculated on the
principal of the day, and it helps the trading activity
as defined by the sterling working group as it not
requires further information than the principal and
the non-cumulative compounded rate [4]:

Cumulative vs Non-

Counterparty can decide to realize a prepayment
during the normal life of a contract, changing the
interest plan and consequently the amount of the
accrued interest. There are two cases of prepayment
which affect the final cash flow:
• Rollover: this prepayment happens at the end
of the cash flow which affects the future cashflow.

“The Non-Cumulative Compounded Rate is
the recommended implementation approach
as it better supports intra period events such
as trading activities.”

• Infra-period: this prepayment happens during
the maturity of the cash flow and changes the
final accrued interest.

Example of Prepayment with the Cumulative Approach

This article focuses on the second case, the prepayment during the infra-period and how it is managed
by the cumulative and non-cumulative approach. For
the sake of clarity, only the compounded approach is
treated, but the simple approach is quite similar.
Issue n. 2/ 2021
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FIGURE 6: This table reflects the whole schedule of the loan. An event of prepayment occured on Thursday 18t h

FIGURE 7: First schedule reflecting the notional redueced by the prepayment amount

FIGURE 8: Second schedule reflecting the prepayment amount
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FIGURE 9: Non-cumulative approach allows to directly work on the same schedule of the loans

prepayment and (ii) the schedule of the prepayment
amount. The aggregation of the accrued interests calculated on the two schedules gives the final accrued
interest.

• Reference
calendar
of
the
contract
(branch/currency calendar): the currency calendar can be different from the branch one.
Given that, four scenarios might happen:

Example of Prepayment with Non-cumulative Approach

– Branch working day and target working day:
the fixing is received in the systems and
it is used for the rate calculation.

The non-cumulative approach allows to better
manage the prepayment by calculating the noncumulative daily rates applied on the current notional.

– Branch working day and target holiday: the
fixing is not published and the algorithm
uses the previous day fixing following a
day-by-day logic.

Contract Parameters in the New
Loans Market Conventions

– Branch holiday and target working day: the
fixing is published and the algorithm
uses it for the daily calculation following a day-by-day logic. As regards the
branch, the calculation happens during a
business day, before or after holidays.

The next paragraph and the following describe what’s
necessary to manage the loans contracts in the bank
procedures:

– Branch holiday and target holiday: the fixing is not published and the algorithm
uses the fixing of the previous day following a day-by-day logic. As regards the
branch, the calculation happens during a
business day, before or after holidays.

• Input data;
• Output data;
• Rounding methods.

• Base calculation: reference rate.
• Contract start/end date and fixing reference
date: parameters needed for the progressive
rate calculation and communication of the interest payment event.

Input Data
The algorithm needs some input data which are defined as contract parameters. These parameters are
defined as follow:

• Calculation
rate
mechanism
pounded/average) [2].

• Elaboration date: date of the rate request. This
parameter is needed for the recalculation of the
progressive rate from start date to current date.

• Calculation rate methodology (cumulative/
non-cumulative).

• ID (only in case the rate calculation is outsourced from the procedure): this ID is used to
reconcile the input data with the output data.

• Observation mechanisms [3] (lag/lockout/
backward).
• Observation mechanisms parameters: for instance, lag or freeze days applied to the historical series in the observation period.

• Reference rate information: historical series
of O/N rates needed to calculate the RFRs.
Issue n. 2/ 2021
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• Floor/cap: floor/cap might be applied on
the O/N rate or on the final rate. In some
cases, it might be applied after the addition
of other margin/spread components. In order
to manage these scenarios, it is necessary to
parametrize the floor/cap application.

Cash Products: Lending Area
The lending area includes syndicated loan contracts,
corporate financing and business loans with financial
counterparties or large companies. The front systems of this layer have to be able to independently
manage both the calculation of the rate and the daily
accrued interests for any prepayments or any intra
period event before the maturity date. This calculation method for accrued interests is known as compounded non-cumulative method.
One of the main relevant aspect in the lending
area is the management of prepayments/notional
change events and the calculation of accrued interest.
Currently, in most of the systems, a notional change
is managed with a contract termination which implies contract closure, partial interest calculation and
consequent reopening of the contract. At maturity
interests are aggregated and settled. This ease of
calculation was applicable when the rates was fixed
at start date of the contract, but this event cannot be
managed with ex-post rates with a daily variation.
A method to manage the rate through the daily
variation of the compounded rate in a cumulative
way could create difficulties as it requires the application of the rate no longer only on the notional,
but also on the prepaid amount, and many systems
cannot handle the underlying calculation logic.
An increase in the notional, for instance a loan
restructuring, should pay interests only on the remaining period of the coupon and, again, the cumulative rate change does not allow such a simple logic
of implementation unless a separate calculation of
interests, only on the refinanced portion, is made.
The non-cumulative method is suitable for a prepayment in order to avoid IT impacts on the procedures. The method is based on a daily calculation
of accrued interests both compounded and/or simple average which may support the interest’s management. In the non-cumulative method, starting
from cumulative calculation, it is calculated the compounded rate variation between the actual working
day and the previous one. After, it is required to
apply the calculated non-cumulative rate on the notional of the day, independently from its variation.
This allows a system to be able to calculate the accrued interest of the day without having to historicize
changes in the notional or change the coupon management logic.

Output Data
The algorithm is able to process the input data and
returns two different final output:
• Rate: it can be whether a compounded rate or
a cumulative progressive simple average or an
exact daily rate (this topic will be explored in
the following paragraphs).
• Accrued interest: interests can be calculated
whether with a progressive approach, starting
from the cumulative rate, or with a daily approach.
Rounding Methods
Rounding methods are necessary both for cumulative
and non-cumulative approach in order to obtain the
same results.
Compounded:
• Unanualised effective Rate = no rounding
(16dp or more);
• Compounding Factor = no rounding (16dp or
more);
• Annualised Cumulative compounded = 4dp
"as agreement";
• Unannualised Cumulative Compounded RFR
= no rounding (16dp or more);
• Non-Cumulative Compounded Rate = no
rounding (16dp or more).
Simple:
• Simple Average rounding
cumulative and cumulative);

(both

non-

• Unanualised effective Rate = no rounding
(16dp or more);
• Averaging factor = no rounding (16dp or
more);
• Unanualised cumulative simple rate = no
rounding (16dp or more);
• Anualised cumulative simple rate = 4dp as
agreement.

Cash Products: Money Market Area

Analysis of the Lending and
Funding Areas

The Money Market carries out funding for the structured finance area of credit institutions. The contracts
indexed to the new RFRs have to reflect the contracts
of the bank’s lending area and therefore they have
to own the same characteristics previously described
both in the management of the observation mechanisms and in the daily simple or compounded calculation method with cumulative and non-cumulative

The following paragraph deals with the impacts in
financial institutions for the management of cash
products, in particular:
• Lending area;
• Money market area.
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methodology. Furthermore, financial institutions that
extensively exploit internal funding could implement
this process between departments with separate IT
procedures and layers. In order to avoid a different
settlement of interests it is required implementations
synchronism, unless manual and time-consuming
procedures for the user, and synchronizations between different departments involved.
Cash Products:
Loans

Retail Deposits, Funding and

This area of the bank could be less impacted by the
index change than the lending area. The logic behind the management of a bank account is different
from the one of a loan which, for example, does not
require a maturity adjustment, an exchange of confirmations among the counter-parties and therefore it
does not need to use calculations that require fixing
observation mechanisms. Instead, rates which have
been already calculated on defined tenors by external
info-providers such as Refinitiv or Bloomberg can be
used for early settlement.
The retail loans area, such as mortgage, simplifies the logic underlying because it has less complications than a professional user area. For example,
compounded indexes can be used, such us SONIA
compounded and SOFR compounded, and the client
can easily verify their publication by regulatory bodies. Alternatively, indexes already composed with a
lookback methodology that covers the entire period
prior to the tenor can always be used in advance on
the contract, such as the 30-90 days SOFR. The procedures can simply be fed by the rate supplied from an
info-provider or calculated internally with a simple
arithmetical formula.
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allback clause is one of the most important pieces to complete the LIBOR reform. It allows legacy contracts to
have legal continuity and avoid litigation among contractual parties. The main organizations for Cash products
and derivatives propose different approaches about the application of the clause in the legacy contracts. ISDA, for
derivatives contracts, launched in October 2020 a protocol to amend contracts by using the fallback clause previously
defined in the various working groups. The supplement will amend ISDA’s standard definitions to incorporate robust
fallbacks for legacy derivatives linked to IBORs from January 25th , 2021. For cash products, FCA and LMA, with the
support of the main regulators, have been working together with the market participants in order to define common rules
and waterfall choices to amend the contracts. The following papers tries to illustrate (i) the different approaches in the
two areas, (ii) the trigger events for the fallback clause and (iii) how the migration could happen once the LIBORs will be
dismissed.

L

IBORs are the benchmark rates in the wholesale deposits market and represent the core
of the financial system by providing the basis
for the pricing of the majority of the financial contracts. After the LIBOR scandal, FSB decided to move
ahead to a new cluster of benchmarks which rely on
more robust, solid and transparent methodologies of
calculation with respect to the former benchmarks
aiming at providing soundness and reliability to the
whole market. These rates are defined as Alternative
reference rates and cover up five currency areas, the
ones represented by the LIBORs
The new reference rates are already being published by the respective national regulators and have
been acquiring more and more liquidity in the last
years in the markets of reference. The Benchmark
regulation settled some specific requirements for the
new ARRs and in particular requires them to:

of adaption and adjustment of the internal systems
for the management of the different type of contracts.
The following chapter focuses on the new standard
in the loans market as defined by the main working
groups of the Sterling and Dollar areas and try to
give a clearer idea about the markets’ direction.

Fallback Rate
The Fallback Rate is a replacement index of a particular benchmark rate and it is a contractual condition
defined either at the start of the contract or included
in the existing contract through a contractual amendment. The fallback rate for derivative contracts was
defined by the ISDA [2], as shown in the Table 5.
The Fallback Rate is calculated as the sum of
in-arrears compounded rate (known at the end of
the period) and a spread adjustment, respectively
described hereafter:

• Provide a robust and accurate representation
of interest rates in core money markets;

• Calculation of in-arrears compounded rate
based on the time frame of the tenor which
is going to replace (base rate).

• Offer a reference rate for financial contracts
that extend beyond the money market;
• Serve as a benchmark for term lending and
funding.

• Calculation of spread adjustment to be applied
to the compounded rate. The spread adjustment is calculated as a result of the median
5-years historical depth of the differences between LIBOR values and O/N rates on the
same reference tenor. The median was preferred on the average of differences during
ISDA consultation in 2019 in order to delete
the outlier of historical series and thus better
represent the rate [5].

Banks and financial institutions are being working on the LIBOR transition in order to adequate
processes, procedures, financial contracts and their
reporting processes by the end of 2021, as required by
the majority of the international regulators. The regulation of the new benchmarks is creating divergences
in the international markets and this uncertainty is
adding complexity to the banks within the process
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The sum of the two components aforementioned
allow to obtain the fallback rate. The fallback rate
publication happens near to the end period of the
reference tenor in order to allow the calculation of inarrears compounded rate. The publication happens
in T + 2 with respect to the Reference tenor, where T
is the original publication day of LIBOR. As follows,
a citation from ISDA manual is reported [5]:

and sterling area: ARCC proposes three different
levels of preferences in the fallback choice while the
Working Group of Sterling recommends the fallback
clause defined by ISDA to proceed coherently with
derivatives products and hedging topics [1]. Since
there is not a unique amendment protocol for contracts, cash contracts will be subjected to renegotiation.

“Each fallback rate for a particular IBOR and
tenor that is published by Bloomberg will be
linked to an original IBOR rate record day.
This fallback rate is based on a compounded
RFR calculation over the two business-day
backward shifted IBOR period and will therefore be published towards the end of the relevant IBOR period or tenor.”

Cash Products: Focus ARRC and Sterling WG
As regards syndicated loans in the dollar area, the
dollar working group proposes the choice of benchmark substitution with three different levels of priority (waterfall decision):
• Base rate (SOFR in-advance) + spread adjustment. Someone may decide for a inarrear SOFR compounded rate coherently with
derivative area; the dollar WG recommendations are not precise on which level of priority
to use among term SOFR or in-arrears SOFR
rate) [1].

The spread adjustment is provided by Bloomberg
and other info-providers (i.e. Refinitiv)[2]. It is not
provided only the fallback rate but also its components in order to allow to financial institutes to autonomously calculate the base rate according with
market conventions required by each contract and
apply it when required.

• Daily simple SOFR + adjustment [1].
• Borrower/agent decides the rate + adjustment
[1].

Market Convention in Fallback Rate Usage
Regarding derivatives products the choice of the fallback rate was shared and approved with market participants while, on the contrary, for cash products
there is not a unique convention [4]. To date, the
following has been shared:

Below, a citation from the ARCC document of
30/06/2020 on the fallback rate in syndicated products:
“The defined term “Benchmark Replacement”
sets forth a waterfall to determine the particular successor rate to be used. It is important to note that for administrative ease and
hedging purposes, each step in the waterfall
approach must be assessed as of the first time
a trigger event with respect to the Benchmark becomes effective (this time is called
the “Benchmark Replacement Date”). The
availability of each step in the waterfall is
not re-evaluated at a later point in time”

• Derivatives contracts will follow the amendment protocol defined by ISDA whose adhesion will allow the hardwire modification of
existing contracts. All the counterparties that
will accept to adhere to the ISDA protocol, will
have their contracts amended with the inclusion of fallback clause. The amendments will
be valid from 25 January, date where ISDA
protocol will become law [4].
“This Protocol is intended for use without negotiation, but without prejudice to any amendment,
modification or waiver in respect of a Protocol Covered Document that the parties may otherwise effect
in accordance with the terms of that Protocol Covered Document” [4].

In Table 6 the proposal for syndicated loans by the
ARCC.
The waterfall approach is not equal to sterling
area recommendations, where BoE and FCA suggest
the use of SONIA compounded in-arrears coherently
with derivative area, as confirmed by the Sterling
working group in the following (“Active transition of
GBP LIBOR referencing loans”) [3]:

The clearing houses has already accepted the
hardwired amendment of their contract till the
entrance into force of ISDA protocol.
“Clearing houses have indicated they will use the
powers in their rule books to implement the fallbacks
in all of their legacy cleared derivatives transactions
as of the effective date of the updates.[5]”.

“The Alternative Rates Paper notes that SONIA compounded in arrears is an appropriate alternative reference rate for a large volume (by value) of the GBP LIBOR referencing loan market and that SONIA should
become the norm in most derivatives, bonds,
and bilateral and syndicated loan markets
given the benefits of the consistent use of
benchmarks across markets and the robust
nature of overnight SONIA.”

Cash contracts will be subject to contractual
amendment after either (i) bilateral agreement [1]
or (ii) in case of syndicated loans [1], agreements
defined with participant pool and/or the agent bank
with waterfall methodology based on three different
priority levels. There are differences between dollar
Issue n. 2/ 2021
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TABLE 5: Transition from LIBOR to RFRs for different currencies [5]

The citation aforementioned confirms the usage of
compounded rate in-arrears as an alternative rate for
products indexed to GBP LIBOR rates.
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TABLE 6: Waterfall choice of fallback clause for USD cash products LIBOR based [1]

Market Convention in Fallback
Choice

Working Group considers that the use of TSRRs should be
limited as indicated in the Alternative Rates per” [6].
Migration Index Event

From when the ISDA protocol will enter into force
(25/01/2021), derivatives contracts will have legal
value both with LIBOR and fallback rate. This condition might cause the decision of the clearing house
to modify existing deal indexing, moving to fallback
in a later date but close to 25/01/2021. In addition,
the market is expecting that the notification of LIBOR
dismission date might happen very close, even before
the entrance in force of ISDA protocol, in order to
freeze the spread adjustment.
One of the main aspect that have to be taken into
account is the contracts renegotiation in the cash area.
If the benchmark LIBOR will have a variation after
the dismission announce, the ideal choice, according
to ARRC for dollar area, will be to have in-advance
rate generating daily interests in order to contain the
limits of a compounded rate in-arrears (where the
information of cumulated interests will be only at
maturity date). This does not exclude the usage of
compounded rate also for the syndicated area, as
cited by the ARCC:

There are different triggers for the fallback clause,
listed herafter by the dollar working group:
1. Trigger for permanent cessation of the reference benchmark.
2. Trigger for pre-cessation when the reference
benchmark is not considered liquid anymore.
3. Trigger for temporary unavailability - very unlikely event.
4. Triggers for early opt-in - case in which the
agent or the counterparty declares the benchmark switch starting from a certain date:
• As concerns derivatives products, the permanent cessation event might accelerate
the timing for LIBOR dismission and usage of fallback rate. Adhesion to the
ISDA protocol avoids the renegotiation
between counterparties and facilitates the
continuity of contracts which have been
indexed to LIBOR and have a maturity
date after 31/12/2020.

“In addition, because standard derivatives
will not reference a forward-looking term
rate, either as a fallback to USD LIBOR or
in new SOFR-based derivatives, borrowers
in the loan market who execute swaps may
prefer to remove Term SOFR (and adjust all
of the corresponding cross references within
the fallback language) in order to fall back
to Daily Compounded SOFR, to better align
with ISDA’s selected fallback rate.”

• As regards cash products, it will be necessary to renegotiate with counterparties
the choice of the rate in substitution to
fallback rate. Despite the working group
recommendations, the choice of a fallback
rate has not been imposed.
For what concerns the early opt-in events, the permanent cessation and/or the pre-cessation for cash
products (thus not supported by the contract amendment provided by ISDA protocol), the dollar Working
Group suggests to communicate the triggers fallback
with appropriate timing in order to allow the counterparties to organize indexes migration:

An open point related to the usage of SOFR inadvance (and also SONIA for the GBP) is the compatibility with the benchmark regulation (to date the
federal reserve for dollar area will publish SOFR inadvance until the first half of 2021). The English
regulator continues to recommend the usage of a SONIA compounded in-arrears as a replacement benchmark for GBP LIBOR in coherence with other derivatives products: “SONIA compounded in arrears is also
consistent with fallbacks being developed for ISDA documentation for derivatives” [6] and the working group
recommends to use SONIA term rate as a replacement rate for GBP LIBOR “it should be noted that the
Issue n. 2/ 2021

“Market participants should carefully consider the choice of threshold number to ensure that it is high enough to allow for objective, clear direction, but low enough to
not force parties to wait before being able to
transition to a successor rate if so desired.”
The suggested timing is 5 days before the event.
When the 5 days end, from the sixth business day the
contract will be indexed to fallback rate.
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Index Migration - Phased Approach

fallbacks included in the underlying instrument and the derivative (including where the
new fallbacks have been incorporated into the
derivative and where they have not). Market participants will then know whether they
match or diverge and, in the latter, whether
the differences are minor or material.”

The trigger of migration event might be primed by
benchmark cessation, benchmark pre-cessation or
contract early-opt. As regards cash products a renegotiation between the counterparties is needed in
order to choose the fallback clause; the renegotiation
might follow the ISDA proposal, as suggested by the
sterling working group, or it might follow a waterfall
approach, as suggested by the dollar area.
For what concerns cash products is recommended
a rollover switch so to continue with the existing contract. In particular, sterling working group reports as
follows [3]:

The advantages of a phased approach are the following:
• Less Effort: the integration of the fallback
clause in the systems would result more favorable than a big bang migration, which instead
might result in an infra-period index switch
with a in-advance rate.

“It provides a phased approach to transition
whereby GBP LIBOR is used until a point
in time after which there will be the switch
to the alternative reference rate. A benefit
of this approach is that it requires a consideration of the same calculation, convention
and documentation issues as a new loan directly referencing SONIA compounded in
arrears (or other alternative reference rate).
It also mitigates against the need of a further
amendment process. There are various methods by which a switch can be documented
and this requires careful consideration.”

• No Delta Management: it is not requested the
remuneration between counterparties in case
there will be an index switch with a RFRs with
no spread adjustment rather than the fallback
rate
• Less Operative Risks: in the systems which
do not manage infra-period events it might be
necessary manual operations from users.
• Less Volume Management: the event would
involve the entire existing operativity and it
would have transversal impacts on more systems simultaneously with an increase of operative volumes which are not managed in the
system AS-IS.

Following the working group recommendations,
on the existing contract GBP LIBOR can be used till
the dismission day with a phased approach/rollover
approach and, only after that day, the switch will happen fixing the following period with new fallback rate.
The benefit of this methodology is that the new interest period will have the same specifics and conventions of a new product indexed to a compounded rate
in-arrears and it will avoid the infra-period switch
which would require the interests recording both
with a rate in-advance and rate in-arrears. Furthermore, in the cash area, it would require also an environment of observation mechanisms. The sterling
working group highlights how this method should
be considered with particular attention. This would
require that:

Example: Rollover Migration of Index in Cash
Products
In the following list it is reported a possible migration scenario of a cash product switch from LIBOR
to fallback rate.
• LIBOR dismission announcement date:
01/01/2020 (spread adjustment frozen).
• LIBOR dismission date: 31/12/2020.
• Interests period: quarterly.
• Reference rate: GBP LIBOR 3M.
• Fallback rate: SONIA compounded + spread
adjustment.
• Start date: 01/12/2020 (the interest period is
fixed at LIBOR).

• The migration happens at the interest’s payment in the same moment of the rollover.

• End date: 28/02/2021.

• Systems are able to manage compounded rate
in-arrears with observation mechanisms defined by different working group and they are
able to receive the spread adjustment to apply
to the base rate, as calculated by Bloomberg or
other info-providers.

Activity Plan:
• On 01/03/2021 the interest is paid at end date
with a GBP LIBOR fixed at start date.
The roll-over occurs and from this moment on
the same logic is used as for a new product indexed
to the new RFRs:

An aspect to be considered regards the hedging. If
a derivative is the hedge of a product, it will be
necessary to evaluate if the event involves the derivative/cash product and which are its impacts as described by ISDA [5]:

• On 01/03/2021 the system fixes the new interest period with the compounded rate in-arrears
and the required observation mechanisms;
• On 01/06/2021 it happens the interests’ payment calculated with compounded rate + the
spread adjustment, which has been frozen on
01/01/2020.

“If a derivative is used to hedge an underlying instrument, such as a loan or a bond, it
is important to understand the triggers and
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FIGURE 10: The Phased Migration Approach for legacy products LIBOR-based

• Cons: hedging risk of cash products,
spread management for a relevant period
beyond the rate dismission.

Example: Infra-Period Transition for Cash Products
The infra-period transition for cash products would
implicate some extra activities with respect to a
rollover migration. These activities would have some
operative disadvantages such as:

2. Big Bang Approach - “one-single step” index
switch from LIBOR to fallback rate and infraperiod migration management:

• More effort in the systems due to a unique
event with high volumes to be managed;

• Pros: the transition is completed in a single day, at the fallback rate;

• More operative risk due to manual operations
needed in some systems which are not able to
automatically manage the index migration;

• Cons: migration management in a single day (Big Bang Approach) with high
operations volume; infra-period migration management from in-advance to inarrears calculation.

• Settlement issues due to any interests’ prepayments in a single event.
In the following it is reported an infra-period migration example (contractual parameters are the same
used in the previous example):

Comment to the Index Migration
Not all operators are satisfied and convinced by a
markets global migration in the direction of a logic of
backward-looking rates with application in arrears.
The proposal of using the LIBOR until its natural
dismission and then continue the contract with the
fallback rate might be the one which has less impacts
on the systems. In addition, from a financial perspective, there might not be the need of compensation. As
regards cash products, legal aspects concerning the
existing contract validity with fallback rate should be
considered.

• 01/01/2020: LIBOR dismission announcement
at the end of the year (31/12/2020). The spread
adjustment is frozen.
• 01/12/2020: interests’ period start date fixed
at LIBOR.
• 31/12/2020: LIBOR dismission. From this date
on, LIBOR cease to be significant.
• 31/12/2020: fallback clause trigger and infraperiod migration.
• 28/02/2021: interests calculated as the sum of
two different rates (in-advance and in-arrears).

• As concerns derivatives, ISDA declared equivalent using fallback rate in substitution to LIBOR. This means that whoever will accept
to adhere to ISDA protocol published on
23/10/2020 will automatically have the existing contracts amendment with fallback rate
inclusion and thus the legal validity of the new
rate.

• 01/03/2021: the next interest period is fixed at
fallback rate.
Migration in Derivatives Contracts
As regards derivatives contracts the migration has
different significance with respect to cash products.
The possible scenarios for an index switch are the
following:

• As regards cash products, English regulators
recommend continuing the contract with the
rate proposed by ISDA. The American working
group proposes three priority levels to decide
which clause to utilize. Even if it is expected
that sterling and dollar market will converge
to the same logic (compounded in-arrears rate
with lookback mechanisms), the systems will

1. Phased Approach - clause fallback migration
defined by ISDA:
• Pros: contractual continuity, no remuneration between counterparties, phased approach;
Issue n. 2/ 2021
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FIGURE 11: The Infra-Period Migration Approach for legacy products LIBOR-based

have to be prepared to managed ad-hoc contractual amendments including switch with
different rates (including the SOFR term rate
plus a spread).
As for derivatives products, the systems will have
to manage the base rate calculated as ex-post compounded rate progressively summed with ex-ante
period spread adjustment. In case also cash products
were coherent with derivative ones, similar measures
could be provided on the coupons including observation mechanisms too. In the following two considerations as regards spread adjustment and base
rate:
• Management Event: after the LIBOR dismission, the system will have to migrate to a fallback rate and thus it has to manage the new
interest period as a new contract indexed to
RFRs.
• Final Rate Calculation: it is necessary to provide (i) spread adjustment management coherently with the coupon period â the spread
adjustment reflects a specific time horizon and
it is known ex-ante; (ii) progressive calculation of the base rate (compounded or ex-ante).
As regards cash products, the management
of the observation mechanism applied will be
included in the base rate calculation too.
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